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Engage Building Products is creating a legacy delivering 
innovative, high-performance exterior cladding solutions 
that inspire a compelling, new vision of building design 
and construction.

Guided by a commitment to partnership, collaboration, and 
agile design, we are dedicated to solving challenges that 
help our building partners flex their creativity with sustainable 
solutions that endure.

With more than 300 patents globally, our ever-expanding 
suite of versatile, infinitely recyclable exterior building systems 
are designed to dramatically enhance curb appeal, ease 
installation and accelerate timelines.

Our goal: To enhance the look and life of building exteriors, 
fundamentally reshaping the way the industry approaches 
project planning and design.

Our Story  
Shaping Tomorrow’s Landscape
In 2009, visionary CEO, Josh Singh, embarked on a mission 
to conceive and develop a superior two-piece aluminum trim  
system that would provide a clean, finished look while protecting 
traditional siding materials. The result? EasyTrim Reveals®, an 
innovative, new trim solution that saw rapid industry adoption.

Building upon this success, Engage expanded its product portfolio 
by introducing FastPlank® and QuickPanel®. Through ingenuity 
and teamwork, we aspire not only to redefine, but revolutionize 
and surpass the ever-evolving needs of the industry.



Our Commitment  
More Than Products – A Promise 
We are devoted to cultivating a close and connected relationship 
with each client, collaborating at every stage of their construction 
journey, from conceptualization to completion. To us, business 
is personal, and we take pride in operating as invested partners, 
providing unparalleled advice, service and product support. 
When you partner with Engage, your success is ours.



Introducing FastPlank®, a remarkable aluminum siding system 
meticulously designed to elevate and enhance single-family 
homes, multi-unit and mixed-use developments, commercial, 
institutional buildings, and more. 

FastPlank® blends strength, durability, and a highly coveted 
aesthetic, in a variety of woodgrain textures and colors, 
offering the warmth of natural wood without the need for 
tedious upkeep.

Our patented assembly makes installation rapid and easy, 
and coupled with an unrivaled T6 aluminum plank system, 
FastPlank® ensures exceptional protection, durability, and 
extended longevity for building exteriors — all backed by 
a 20-year finish warranty and a 50-year product warranty.



Stand Out 
Traditional siding products eventually deteriorate, giving your building exterior 
a weathered, aged look over time, reducing its perceived value. FastPlank’s powder 
coated, heavy gauge aluminum construction, provides a sheen and luster, maintaining 
a like-new look well into the future. Choose from a vast selection of woodgrain 
finishes and stock colors to achieve striking results and magnificent curb appeal.

Accelerate Timelines 
Our patented Clip & Slide™ technology features fully-concealed attachment clips 
that quickly secure planks to the building surface allowing for rapid and efficient 
installation. The innovative fastener system eliminates gapping and buckling, 
by allowing for expansion and contraction, resulting in a clean, elegant finish. 
Our 16-foot planks are durable and lightweight for easy handling, and our extruded 
aluminum profiles cut easily (and dust-free) with a non-ferrous carbide blade, all to 
increase efficiency on the job site, for improved cost savings and faster results.

Lasting Value 
Our integrated rainscreen and countless patented features dispel moisture and 
debris more effectively, reduce ongoing maintenance and elevate curb appeal 
for years to come. Crafted from 6063 aluminum, our heavy-gauge, T6 extruded 
components are UV, rust and hail resistant, as well as non-combustible, offering 
superior protection and safeguarding building structures from high wind loads, 
extreme temperatures and harsh elements.



QuickPanel®, our versatile Aluminum Composite Material (ACM) panel 
system, revolutionizes every aspect of exterior design and system 
implementation. Crafted to enhance any building’s appearance while 
preserving its outer integrity and enhancing durability, QuickPanel® features 
a pressure-equalized rainscreen providing comprehensive drainage, 
air circulation, and ventilation essential to your building’s design.



Countless Design Options 
Available in standard or custom colors through our ColorMatch® program, 
QuickPanel® allows you to create the look you want, at an affordable price. 
Panels and trims can be applied in a variety of angles for endless design 
possibilities. Let your imagination soar with QuickPanel®.

Rapid On-Site Installation 
A cost-effective alternative to Route and Return systems, QuickPanel® is cut 
to size on-site and installed using a fully-concealed two-piece trim system. 
As specifications can often vary through final construction, our system helps 
reduce overall time and costs related to installation. 

Durability & Protection 
Available in ACM panel or solid plate, QuickPanel® Systems features a pressure-
equalized rainscreen and intelligently designed features that ensure superior 
moisture protection and drainage. This not only reduces future maintenance but 
also extends the building’s like-new appearance. Backed by a comprehensive 
product warranty, you’ll have peace of mind and confidence in the durability and 
longevity of your building.



EasyTrim Reveals® is a complete two-piece, exterior 
aluminum trim system designed for compatibility with the 
most popular siding products on the market. Ideal for both 
traditional and modern building designs, from single family 
and multi-unit residential properties, to mixed-use and 
commercial, institutional applications and more, EasyTrim® 
has rapidly become the industry’s leading choice.

Developed to work in combination with fiber cement, 
engineered wood, and vinyl, while accommodating different 
sizes and thicknesses of material, EasyTrim® preserves and 
protects siding materials from moisture and harsh elements, 
reducing the need for ongoing maintenance and extending 
the life of your building’s exterior.



Versatile & Compatible 
Available in a variety of standard sizes to accommodate 
your taste and needs, EasyTrim® is designed to complement 
the most popular lap, siding and panel options on the 
market. Chose from stock, primed and anodized colors, 
or customize colors to achieve any color imaginable 
using our ColorMatch® program.

Easy Installation 
EasyTrim’s backplates are cut on-site and installed, allowing 
exterior planks and panels to be inserted quickly and 
easily, and our innovative EZ.Lock® two-piece system snaps 
together using a patented assembly for swift installation, 
saving time and money.

Ultimate Protection 
Crafted from specially-treated, ultra-durable T6 extruded 
aluminum, EasyTrim® is UV and rust resistant and tested 
to stand up to the harshest conditions. Our proprietary 
system technology revolutionizes water management 
to protect buildings against moisture infiltration and 
deterioration. Intelligent design allows expansion 
and contraction and our Fit and Finish feature boasts 
overlapping trims designed to eliminate sharp edges and 
ensure maximum edge protection, safeguarding exterior 
planks and panels.





Tailored Building Solutions for Residential
Engage’s versatile building solutions are the optimal choice for both 
traditional and modern single and multi-family residential projects. Ideal for 
new construction or updates to existing exteriors, Engage helps enhance 
your building’s appearance and performance.

Our systems effectively combine beauty and elegance with superior durability 
and sustainability. Crafted from infinitely recyclable, rust and UV-resistant 
aluminum, our cladding solutions are backed by comprehensive warranties, 
ensuring they withstand harsh environmental elements.



Elevate Your Commercial Space  
with Durable Building Solutions
Engage is committed to developing solutions designed to enhance 
commercial projects that attract and impress your customers. 
Our ColorMatch® system ensures your brand is reflected with accuracy, 
beauty, and vibrance for years to come. Patented features reduce 
weathering and Fit & Finish means no exposed sharp edges, reducing 
liability and injury. Choose Engage for confidence and peace of mind so you 
can focus your energy on your business, and not on building maintenance.





Excellence in Every Application
Tailored to diverse architectural styles and building code 
requirements, our products are optimally engineered for superior 
durability and design creativity. Whether you aim to make 
a visual statement or blend seamlessly with your environment, 
Engage’s exterior systems and solutions make the optimal choice 
for longevity, lasting value and curb appeal.
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Innovation
Engage is consistently at the forefront of innovative 
building technology. Our suite of intelligent, versatile 
and sustainable products – supported by more than 
300 patents to date – transform the face of building 
exteriors and communities.

We prioritize innovation and collaboration by actively 
listening to our people and our partners. This collective 
approach empowers us to challenge norms, elevate 
standards, and anticipate the needs of the industry. 

Durability 
Engineered for protection and lasting endurance, 
all of our products are anti-corrosive and fade-resistant, 
incorporating countless patented features designed to 
protect your exterior from harsh elements. 

Our T6 extruded aluminum components are crafted 
from high-quality 6063 alloys. This blend provides the 
strength of steel at a considerably lighter weight. Our 
solutions enhance both the aesthetics and performance 
of your building’s exterior, withstanding even the most 
challenging environments.

Sustainability
We are deeply committed to advancing sustainability within the industry and 
aspire to leave a legacy of positive impact. We actively contribute to a range of 
sustainability initiatives including LEED, Living Building Challenge, Passive House, 
and the AIA 2023 Challenge. Through our involvement in these programs, 
we reduce carbon offsets and contribute to a brighter future for all.

We focus on responsible material selection, and feature aluminum as the key 
material in our products, which can be recycled endlessly without losing its 
properties, contributing to our sustainability initiatives and reducing landfill waste.

Support  
At Engage, we are unwavering in our commitment to provide outstanding service 
and support, through every stage of project development, from design and 
planning through to construction, ensuring a seamless customer experience.

From complimentary samples, estimates and take-offs, to ongoing consultation, 
installation support and on-site training, we are committed to your success.

Our team is equipped to deliver valuable insights, tailored recommendations, 
and unmatched support to help achieve your vision.
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